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Let T(n) denote the number of partitions of n into parts which are repeated 
exactly 1, 3,4,6, 7,9, or 10 times with the parts repeated exactly 3,4, 6, or 7 times 
being even in number minus the number of them with the parts repeated exactly 
3,4,6, or 7 times being odd in number. In this note we prove that T(n) is 
non-negative and assumes all non-negative integral values inlinitely often. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
In [3, 51, examples of partition functions which assume all integral 
values infinitely often are given. Earlier, in [2], Andrews noted that most 
of the partition functions considered by him either tend to infinity in 
absolute value or are bounded. 
The object of this note is to provide an example of a partition function 
which remains non-negative and takes all non-negative integral values 
infinitely often. 
We denote by T(n) the number of partitions of n into parts which are 
repeated exactly 1, 3,4, 6, 7,9, or 10 times with the parts repeated exactly 
3,4,6, or 7 times being even in number minus the number of them with the 
parts repeated exactly 3,4, 6, or 7 times being odd in number. Thus T(7) 
is 1 because 1 + 6, 2 + 5, 3 + 4,7, 1 + 2 + 4 have an even number of parts 
repeated exactly 3,4, 6, or 7 times while 7(l), 4( 1) + 3, 1+ 3(2), and 
3( 1) + 4 have an odd number of parts repeated exactly 3,4,6, or 7 times. 
For (positive) integer II, we shall denote by N(n) the number of solutions 
of u2 + u2 = n. We have the following: 
THEOREM. For n>O. T(n)=N(12n+5)/8. 
Proof: First we note that the generating function of T(n) is 
np, ( 1 + q” - q3” - q4” - q6” -q’” + q9” + q’O”) = c T(n)q”. 
?I>0 
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By Jacobi’s triple product identity [l, p. 211 we have 
cq An'+Bn= l'-I ((1-q2A")(1+q2An-A+B)(1 +q2A"-A---)) 
noz ?I,1 
hence 
c 9 n.meL 
I(n’-m’)ini2*~(Jz q3ni+n)(;z q3m2+2ni) 
=J, ((1 -q6”)(1 +q6”p2)(l +p4)) 
x n ((1 -q6”)(1 +q+l)(l +q6”-5)) 
II21 
=,FI, ((1 -q6”)2(1 +q”)(l +q6”)-l 
x(1+9 6n-3)r1) 
= g ((1 - 46”)2(1 + 4%1+ s3”)-‘) 
=nrJl ((1 -46”)u +4v1 -43”)) 
= I-I (l+q”-q3”- q4” - q6” - q7” + q9” + q”‘“). 
?I21 
As a consequence we have, 
Jo T(n) 9 
12n + 5 = q5 fl (1 + q12n _ q36n _ q48n _ q72n _ q84n + q108n + q’20n) 
n>l 
=q5 c 4 
36(x2 + d) + 12n + 24m 
n,m.GZ 
=..,c,zq 
(6n + 1 I2 + (6m + 2)* 
=(1/8) c N(12n+5)q’2”+5. 
fl>O 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark. In this remark we justify the last equation in the proof of the 
above theorem. Solutions of n =x2 + y2 occur in sets of eight (or fewer if 
duplications occur), differing only in the signs and order of x and y. If 
n c 5 (mod 12), then no duplications occur and exactly one solution in 
each group has x E 1 (mod 6) and y = 2 (mod 6). Hence N(n)/8 equals the 
number of solutions of n = (6x + 1)2 + (6~ + 2)2. 
COROLLARY. The set of n for which T(n) > 0 has density 0. On the other 
hand, T(n) takes on every non-negative integral value infinitely often. 
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Proof: By Corollary 5.14 of [4], T(n) = N( 12~ + 5)/8 is non-zero if and 
only if the prime factorization of 12n + 5 contains no factor p’ with p = 3 
(mod 4) and e odd. By an argument like those in [3, 51, the set of such !I 
has density 0. Also, for r > 1, it follows from Theorems 5.11 and 5.12 of [4] 
that 
so r(n) takes on all positive integer values. 
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